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Fair Trading Act 1973
1973 CHAPTER 41

PART V

MERGERS

Other merger references

66 Time when enterprises cease to be distinct

(1) Where under or in consequence of the same arrangements or transaction, or under or
in consequence of successive arrangements or transactions between the same parties
or interests, successive events to which this subsection applies occur within a period
of two years, then for the purposes of a merger reference those events may, if the
Secretary of State thinks fit, be treated as having occurred simultaneously on the date
on which the latest of them occurred.

(2) The preceding subsection applies to any event whereby, under or in consequence of
the arrangements or the transaction or transactions in question, any enterprises cease
as between themselves to be distinct enterprises.

(3) For the purposes of subsection (1) of this section any arrangements or transactions
may be treated by the Secretary of State as arrangements or transactions between the
same interests if it appears to him to be appropriate that they should be so treated,
having regard to the persons who are substantially concerned in them.

(4) Subject to the preceding provisions of this section, the time at which any two
enterprises cease to be distinct enterprises, where they do so under or in consequence
of any arrangements or transaction not having immediate effect, or having immediate
effect in part only, shall be taken to be the time when the parties to the arrangements or
transaction become bound to such extent as will result, on effect being given to their
obligations, in the enterprises ceasing to be distinct enterprises.

(5) In accordance with subsection (4) of this section (but without prejudice to the
generality of that subsection) for the purpose of determining the time at which any
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two enterprises cease to be distinct enterprises no account shall be taken of any option
or other conditional right until the option is exercised or the condition is satisfied


